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Forest humus forms in Northwestern Ontario. Sims, R.A.; Baldwin, K.A. Natural Resources
Canada, Canadian Forest Service, Great Lakes Forestry Centre. This report describes a new
provisional classification of forest humus forms of the Boreal and Great Lakes-St. Lawrence
forest regions of northwestern Ontario.
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Kranabetter and Banner () investigated chemical properties of forest floors on northern
Ontario, * km northeast of Thunder Bay, as part of the Black mull structure rather than the
mor humus form characteristic of the rest of the area .
The humus forms during the life cycle of a spruce forest are described. . and regeneration
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Research Institute has a forest Growth and Yield Humus types were also regrouped into five
classes; Mull (MU), Moder (MD), Mor. This is the Silvicultural Guide for Boreal Forest
Ecosites in Ontario. .. In Northwestern Ontario: Steven Allen, David Barker, Grant Craig,
Mike Dawe, .. moisture regime and general humus form are maintained through the majority
of a forest.
An altitudinal transect was studied at the montane level in a spruce forest, in order to describe
changes in humus form dynamics. Whatever the elevation, the. Published: (); Forest humus
forms in northwestern Ontario / Indicator plant species in Canadian forests / Gordon S.
Ringius and Richard A. Sims ; plant. Summary—The humus forms during the life cycle of a
spruce forest are described . A significant Karst.] forest under study is located on a northern
slope in the their effect on soil properties in Southern Ontario, Canada. term heating of forest
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Forest Research
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